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the lower for plane 2, soil. The initial readings for the active pipes (BC,
CD and/or DE) and for the fan are also shown. Shaded cells denote the
active pipes. The pressure eld morphology present in each plane and

setup is readily visualised in the three-dimensional graphics on the right.
Plane 1, gravel
One particularly prominent nding is the uniformity of pressures on

Fig. 7. (continued).
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the gravel plane, irrespective of the distance from the active pipe. The
plane 1 values were also higher than in the soil except in sensors near the
active pipe, as shown in the 3D graphics in Fig. 7b and the pressure
graphs in Fig. 8.
Irrespective of the value observed for the active pipe, the variations

recorded by the sensors across plane 1 had a standard deviation of 1 Pa,
as shown in Table 1 for the three setups with a single activated pipe (1, 2
and 3), by way of illustration.
The pressure uniformity observed in gravel beds, a nding consistent

with prior experimental research (Hung et al., 2018b), appears to be a

common characteristic of such substrates, which establish a broad and
uniform pressure eld in depressurisation systems.
An abrupt pressure drop was observed in the 55 cm between the

active pipe and the gravel plane, with a pressure drop of−468.2 (Pa/m)
in the best case scenario (S3: pipe DE). Such pressure drops are routinely
found in the rst section of soil in depressurisation systems and are
steeper in the presence of low permeability. Their intensity declines
logarithmically in sections of soil at a farther distance (Gadgil et al.,
1991; Health Canada, 2010). In the initial lengths the effect is reinforced
by the greater pressure drop associated with the turbulence induced by

Fig. 8. Differential sub-slab pressure for setups 1 through 7 at a cross-section through sensor line 3 and pipes pressure.
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greater air speed. That development was studied by factoring the For-
chheimer equation into Darcy’s law (Fuente et al., 2019a):
ΔP
Δl

= − μ
KDF

υ − c
μ

KDF
υ2 [1]

where KDF (m2) is Darcy-Forchheimer speci c permeability and c (s/m)
a constant known as the Forchheimer factor.
Signi cant differences in the pressure transferred to the gravel by

each pipe were also observed: BC (−11 Pa); CD (−6 Pa); DE (−35 Pa).
Studying variations in the behaviour of depressurisation systems with
the position of the suction point, earlier authors (Frutos and Muñoz,
2018) observed a broader area to be more intensely impacted when that
point was located on the perimeter, at a corner or one side, providing it
was inside the slab and outward propagation was blocked by the foun-
dation walls. In this study, pipe DE was closest to the perimeter and
pipes BC and CD in inner-more positions which might partially explain
the higher transfer from the former. Given the scale of the differences,
however, the non-uniformity of the soil is believed to have possibly
contributed to such a wide variability. As noted in section 3.1, the soil
pro les revealed large gravel clusters that might well generate prefer-
ential air ow pathways between some pipes and the gravel layer. The
data in Table 1 attest to an obvious relationship between extraction
ows and pressure transferred to the gravel plane. Lowest resistance was
found for the pipe DE setup, where transfer was highest (−35 Pa),
whereas highest resistance was observed for the lowest transfer value
(−6 Pa).
Plane 2, soil
Whilst the pressure distribution in gravel was very uniform at all

points irrespective of the distance from the active pipe, the ndings for
the soil differed in that respect, with pressure varying with distance. The
graphs in Fig. 8 plot the pressure on both planes at a cross-section
through sensor line 3 (center of the slab) for the seven test setups.
Pipe pressure is also shown.
The rise in pressure readings closest to the active pipe was greater in

the soil than in the gravel sensors, whilst pressure drop was in keeping
with the distance from the pipe/s involved in each setup (3D graphics in
Fig. 7b and pressure plots in Fig. 8).
Although pressure varied with distance, pressure drop did not follow

a uniform pattern. The data suggested that the gravel layer above may
have provided an alternative pathway for pressure propagation and that
the pressure detected by the soil sensors distant from the active pipe was
the sum of the direct pathway and the pathway through the gravel. As
noted, the latter distributed pressure evenly across the entire surface. An
example of that hypothesis is shown in the diagram in Fig. 9 for pipe DE,
with the pathway to the farthest soil sensor, A’.
An analysis of the two possible pathways provides an explanation for

the pressure values observed in distant sensors, which were substantially
higher than expected if only the direct pathway were followed.

3.2. Pressure distribution and pressure drop in the pipe/header pipe
system

As the pressure patterns in the pipe system itself, including both
above and underground components, were deemed to be of possible
interest, the pressures in the aerial header (the most upstream of the
components) were compared to the values in each perforated pipe in all
the setups studied. As the data in Table 2 show, the pressure in the
various setups, with values of 88%–98%, were not signi cantly lower
than in the header. All the pipes might therefore be regarded to receive
around 95% of the header pressure, with no major differences observed
in that regard between opening only one or any combination of pipes.
That nding is promising, inasmuch as it means that a single fan would
deliver suf cient pressure for a multi-pipe system with no signi cant
pressure drop in any of the legs.
A comparison of the readings at the head and tail ends of pipe AB (the

only one tted with a tail sensor) yielded the following data:
Head end of AB: −289.7 Pa; tail end of AB: −154.6 Pa; 53% pressure

drop.
Air ow entering the pipe along its entire length would contribute to

the pressure drop in such perforated elements. That observation might
be of interest for perforated system design and calculation of the possible
loss of ef cacy with distance.
In connection with the latter concern, Fig. 10 shows the pressure

readings in the soil and gravel planes in longitudinal sections parallel to
the active pipes, revealing pipe behaviour across its length from the
header. The gure gives the initial pressure in the pipe and the value
expected in each leg assuming the 53% pressure drop to be linearly
distributed. Only the readings for single pipes (setups 1, 2 and 3)
delivered by the longitudinal line of sensors to the right of each, i.e., line
C for S1, D for S2 and E for S3, are shown.
A certain decline in pressures was observed across the longitudinal

section on the soil plane, although a number of points did not t that
pattern. As discussed earlier, soil non-uniformity may have induced
preferential pathways between sensors in soil and the pipes.
Pressure was observed to be uniform in the gravel plane, as recorded

for the overall distribution (section 3.1), with no distance-related vari-
ation in pressure.

3.3. Pressures reached by combining active pipes

The pressures reached in the gravel and soil planes when two or more
perforated pipes were activated simultaneously were compared to the
sum of the pressures delivered by each separately, based on the infor-
mation drawn from the central line of sensors (3).
As Table 3 shows, the empirical pressure readings were practically

the same as the sum of the pressures in each pipe, with a margin of error
of ±5% in most cases.
In this size slab and type of gravel layer, moreover, spacing between

active pipes was not a signi cant parameter. The pressure transferred to
the gravel plane when two pipes were activated depended not on the
spacing (2 m, 4 m or 6 m), but on the pressure contributed by each
separately which, as discussed earlier, differed due to the non-
uniformity of the substrates between pipe and slab.
The conclusion that might be drawn is that the pressures observed

constitute a very close match to those found by summing the effect of
each the pipes at issue, irrespective of the distance between them.
The observation to the effect that activation of a larger number of

Table 1
Extracted air ow rate and pressure in active pipe, mean pressure in gravel and
standard deviation, and pressure drop in 55 cm between active pipe and gravel
plane.
Test
setup

Extract ow in
pipe

Pressure in
pipe

Mean
pressure in
plane 1,
gravel

Pressure drop
△P/△L

(m3/h) (Pa) (Pa) SD (Pa/m)
S1: pipe
BC

33.7 −313 −11 1 −549.1

S2: pipe
CD

18.9 −325 −6 1 −580.0

S3: pipe
DE

53.1 −293 −35 1 −469.1

Fig. 9. Possible air ow pathways from DE to A’: direct, DE-A’; through gravel
layer, DE-D-A-A′.
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pipes entailed higher overall transfer to the gravel plane with no need to
raise fan pressure also merits mention in this regard.

3.4. Relationship between fan power and pressure induced in plane 1,
gravel

A potentiometer was tted to the fan to study the pressure distri-
bution at the lower power values normally used in depressurisation
mitigation solutions.

The variation in the pressure elds beneath the slab (plane 1, gravel)
was then measured under three combinations of active pipes at three
potentiometer settings: 10 (the maximum), 7 and 5. The correlation
between readings in the fan and in gravel is plotted in Fig. 11.
At a given fan setting, higher pressures were recorded in the soil as

the number of pipes activated rose, corroborating the earlier observation
to that effect (S4>S6>S3).
The data were used to study the relationship between the reduction

in fan pressure and its impact on gravel plane pressure. The slope on the

Table 2
Distribution of pressure across the pipe system for different test setups.

Pipe pressure (Pa) and % of total in header Pipe pressure (Pa) by combination and % of total in header
BC CD DE BC + CD + DE BC + CD CD + DE BC + DE
(Pa) % (Pa) % (Pa) % (Pa) % (Pa) % (Pa) % (Pa) %

Header −327 100 −332 100 −320 100 −307 100 −321 100 −316 100 −311 100
BC −313 96 −271 88 −304 95 −302 97
CD −325 98 −300 98 −317 99 −311 98
DE −293 92 −289 94 −290 91 −289 93
Pressure drop across the 8 m of perforated pipe.

Table 3
Pressure along sensor line 3 in gravel (plane 1) and soil (plane 2), by test setup.
Sensor Line 3 Individual pipes Combinations

BC CD DE BC + CD + DE BC + CD CD + DE BC + DE
Sum Real R/S Sum Real R/S Sum Real R/S Sum Real R/S

(Pa) (Pa) (Pa) (Pa) (Pa) % (Pa) (Pa) % (Pa) (Pa) % (Pa) (Pa) %
Plane 1. Gravel A −10 −5 −34 −49 −50 102 −15 −17 113 −39 −39 100 −44 −46 105

B −11 −6 −35 −52 −52 100 −17 −18 106 −41 −40 98 −46 −47 102
C −12 −7 −36 −55 −53 96 −19 −19 100 −43 −41 95 −48 −48 100
D −11 −6 −35 −52 −52 100 −17 −18 106 −41 −40 98 −46 −47 102
E −11 −6 −36 −53 −53 100 −17 −18 106 −42 −41 98 −47 −48 102

Plane 2. Soil A −4 −1 −15 −20 −22 110 −5 −6 120 −16 −16 100 −19 −18 95
B −20 −4 −21 −45 −45 100 −24 −24 100 −25 −25 100 −41 −39 95
C −18 −10 −27 −55 −52 95 −28 −27 96 −37 −35 95 −45 −43 96
D −9 −8 −31 −48 −47 98 −17 −16 94 −39 −37 95 −40 −39 98
E −7 −4 −50 −61 −62 102 −11 −11 100 −54 −54 100 −57 −57 100

Fig. 10. Pressure graphs: a) longitudinal section along sensor line C for setup 1, b) line d for setup 2 and c) line e for setup 3.
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(ΔPGRAVEL/ΔPFAN) curve was observed to rise when more pipes were
active, from 7.0% for pipe DE alone to 8.7% for pipe combination BC +
CD + DE. That nding would appear to mean that pressure transfer to
the gravel at lower fan power declined more steeply when more pipes
were active.
Nonetheless, due to the narrow difference between the settings

analysis was not wholly satisfactory. In future studies this effect will be
veri ed with a more sensitive potentiometer.

4. Conclusions

Although depressurisation techniques are deemed to be highly
effective, their ef cacy depends on a thorough understanding of the
uid physics governing sub-slab pressure elds. Those elds were
measured and characterised in this study of the depressurisation
generated by a series of parallel perforated pipes underneath a large-
scale slab resting on a layer of gravel. Pressure was assessed when
each pipe was depressurised separately or in combination with others
and at different initial pressures, controlled by a potentiometer. The
conclusions drawn from the ndings are set out below.
The presence of sub-slab gravel with a permeability of 10−8 m2

generated a uniform pressure eld across the entire 64 m2 slab studied.
That behaviour was not observed in the natural soil on plane 2, where
permeability was 10−12 m2 and where pressure declined with the dis-
tance from the active pipe.
This study therefore recon rmed the bene ts of gravel beds, which

extend and raise the despresurisation in SD systems.
Another nding of interest was that the pressure transferred to the

gravel plane varied from pipe to pipe. An analysis of the resistance in the
soil between each pipe and the gravel plane revealed substantial dif-
ferences that might be associated with soil non-uniformity, although
pipe position relative to slab geometry might also have contributed to
that result. The higher values in the outer pipes, also reported in other
studies, would be due to their proximity to the foundations, which
obstructed pressure eld expansion on one side.
The pressure inside any given pipe did not vary when activated

separately or in combination with others. At the same time, activating
more pipes was found to raise sub-slab depressurisation with no need to
raise the fan power. More speci cally, the resulting pressure was
observed to be nearly identical to the sum of the pressures of each pipe
operating separately. In the slab-gravel layer arrangement studied here,
that sum of pressure values was shown to depend not on inter-pipe
spacing, but rather on the pressure contributed by each pipe sepa-
rately. That nding may be relevant to the design of multi-pipe systems
attached to a single fan, for the inference is that increasing the number of
suction points or pipes is more effective than raising extraction power.

This study affords material for characterising perforated pipe-based
depressurisation systems. Nonetheless, some of the matters addressed
call for further research to con rm patterns and explore new areas, such
as the effects of inner foundation lines on pressure propagation or per-
formance in the absence of a gravel bed.
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